SVERNICIATORE SM10
ALL-PURPOSE PAINT REMOVER
code 5610014
DESCRIPTION
TINTING
SVERNICIATORE SM10 is a product in gel form
specifically formulated for the removal of varnishes, paints,
rust-proof coatings, stuccos and plastic coatings, as well as
particularly old coatings on walls, metal and wood.
Ready-to-use, deep penetrating.
Its dichloromethane free content makes this product
compliant with Decision no. 455/2009/EC of the European
Parliament and Council of 6 May 2009, pertaining to
restrictions on the marketing and use of dichloromethane.

----STORAGE
Maximum temperature for storage stability: +30 °C
Minimum temperature for storage stability: +5 °C
The product should be preferably used within 2 years from
date of manufacture when stored in original unopened
containers and in appropriate temperature conditions.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
SAFETY RULES
Can be applied to:
- Wall surfaces with old plastic coatings.
- Wood surfaces treated with varnishes and paints in
general.
- Metal surfaces painted with general type varnishes.
* Pay attention to painting done on plastic substrates, the
paint remover could damage them. A preliminary test is
recommended.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
- Specific gravity: 0.95 ± 0.05 at 20°C
- Colour: transparent
- Appearance: gel
- Odour: characteristic

Dir. 2004/42/EC not applicable
Under the Directive 2004/42/EC on the limitation of VOC
the product cannot be used for repairing purposes,
maintenance or decoration of road vehicles.
Highly flammable. / Irritating to eyes, respiratory system
and skin. / Keep out of the reach of children. / Do not empty
into drains. / If swallowed, seek medical advice immediately
and show this container or label.
The product must be transported, used and stored in
accordance with the standards in force regarding hygiene
and safety; after use, do not litter, let residues dry out
completely and treat them as special waste. Consult the
safety data sheet for additional information.

PREPARING THE SURFACE
SPECIFICATION ITEM
----APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
- Air and support surface conditions:
Air temperature: Min. +8 °C / Max. +35 °C
Relative environmental humidity: <75%
Support surface temperature: Min. +5 °C / Max. +35 °C
Moisture level of the support surface: <10%
Avoid applying when surface condensation is present, or in
direct sunlight.
-Tools: brush, putty knife
-Dilution: ready-to-use.
-Number of coats: 1 or more layers are applied until the
applied coatings are completely eliminated.
The applying of numerous layers may be needed for thick
paints or two-component products.
-Uniformly apply the product at a thickness of
approximately 2-3 mm and allow to sit until the paint
appears to soften/swell. Then proceed by removing the
paint using a steel putty knife.
-The paint removal time depends on the type, thickness
and age of the product to be removed.
-After paint removal, the substrate needs to be degreased
with thinner before proceeding to the painting process.
-The tool is cleaned with water immediately after use.
-Approximate spreading rate: 4-5 m2/l on smooth surfaces.
It is recommended that a preliminary test be performed on
the specific substrate in order to determine the
consumption.

Apply SVERNICIATORE SM10 code 5610014 in one or
more applications, on previously prepared surfaces, until
the old paint is completely removed.
Supply and application €. ................ sq m.

SAN MARCO GROUP guarantees that the information herein is
provided to the best of its technical and scientific knowledge and
based on its experience; nonetheless, the company may not be held
liable for the results obtained using these products, as application
conditions are beyond its control. It is recommended to always make
sure that the product is suited to each specific instance. The present
sheet voids and replaces any previously existing sheets. For further
technical information call the technical service +39 041 4569322.
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